ODP
VISUAL CORE DESCRIPTION
SEDIMENTS / SEDIMENTARY ROCKS
SECTION DESCRIPTION

LEG  1  1
SUB  9
SITE  7
HOLE  36A
CORE  8
TYPE  #1
SEG  3

COLOR

5Y3/2

1. Wisp of olive diatom ooze, (5Y5/3) 1 mm thick.
2. Dark 5Y3/1 mud, fine vol. sand.
3. Clayey, dark marine ooze

5Y3/2

5. Granule-rich dark impure ooze.
6. Subunit (granule poor)

clayey segregation (body) containing graded 2–3 mm thick laminae of
mud, color: light sand, washed (5Y 2/5 1/2).

5Y 4/1 more olive, with hebbly surface
7. Segments of clayey dark ooze (5Y 4/1), vaguely laminated.